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Quantum Crystal by Rob Shackleford 

Is humanity evolving? 

Today, millions suffer from Traumatic Brain Injury and Post-Traumatic Stress due to warfare, car accidents 

and violence. 

In response to this global epidemic, pioneering medical researchers develop a new treatment that is seen 

to produce outstanding results. Dubbed the ‘Quantum Crystal’, the treatment is soon rolled out for many 

of the maladies that affect modern humanity. 

But is this treatment all it is purported to be, or are deeper changes under way? 

‘Quantum Crystal’ examines the efforts of victim support group, The Staff, to rollout the Quantum Crystal 

to a deeply divided humanity and the inevitable violent opposition to change. 
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Traveller Inceptio by Rob Shackleford 

Traveller Series Book One 

If you were sent 1000 years into the past, would you survive? 

Traveller - Inceptio describes how the Transporter is accidentally invented and becomes public knowledge 

when it sends a subject 1000 years into the past. 

A Special Forces team of Travellers is then selected and trained with the intent to send them to Saxon 

England to explore what could be a very dangerous period of history.  
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From the beaches of Australia to the forests of Saxon England, Traveller - Inceptio reveals how Travellers 

discover they need a lot more than technology to survive the trials of early Eleventh Century life. 
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Traveller Probo by Rob Shackleford 

Traveller Series Book Two 

Traveller Probo is the second book in the Traveller Series. 

Would you survive if sent one-thousand years into the past? 

Development of the Transporter saw highly trained researchers, called Travellers, successfully sent one-

thousand years back in time to early medieval Saxon England. 

Traveller Missions now means enormous national prestige and the recovery of priceless lost artefacts and 

knowledge, so nations vie for the use of the Transporter and more daring Traveller missions are planned. 

Politics and power soon come into play. 

To study lost peoples and civilisations, Special Forces researchers have to be even better trained, equipped 

and prepared to put their lives on the line. 

While Michael Hunter continues to build a life in Saxon England, the tragically injured Tony Osborne finds 

his resurgence in a mission to ancient Byzantine Turkey, a mission Professor Adrian Taylor joins to better 

outmanoeuvre his calculating academic colleagues. 

From the misty shores of New Zealand to the shining splendour of the ancient Byzantine Empire, it is 

proved how sending modern researchers into the past carries enormous rewards and tragedies. 
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Traveller Manifesto by Rob Shackleford 

Traveller Series Book Three 

Traveller Manifesto is Book 3 of the Traveller Trilogy, the explosive final sequel to Traveller Inceptio and 

Traveller Probo. 

To use the enigmatic Transporter and send Special Forces trained Researchers back a thousand years is 

now the biggest game in world politics. 

But not only politics, as academics scramble to outdo each other and harness prestige in the increasingly 

influential field of History. 

As Professor Taylor is rescued from Byzantine Rome, a heavily-armed US Traveller team explores 

Mississippian Cahokia to experience a situation beyond even their control. Michael Hunter and Tatae flee 

Giolgrave in the hope of finding safety from modern interference. But at a terrible cost. 

And something seems to be happening in Israel, resulting in the creation of a high-profile investigation 

team to uncover if there is a clandestine Traveller mission operated by the US and Israel. 

From the windswept mountains of Wales, to the hills of Cahokia and the dusty wadis of the Negev, 

researchers find that to visit the past may not necessarily provide the answers they seek. 
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Rob Shackleford: Short Stories 

Every author develops a range of short stories and I have a few short stories that I am gradually turning 

out. Generally, they are whimsical, but I hope good enough to enjoy. 

These have also been included in my Blogs. 

The Coin: A true story relating to a found coin in a school ground in the 1960’s. 

https://robshackleford.com/the-coin-a-short-story-by-rob-shackleford 

Old Woman Island: Where an exciting link to Australia’s past is investigated. 

https://robshackleford.com/old-woman-island-a-short-story-by-rob-shackleford 

The Toothbrush: The perils of shared accommodation. 

https://robshackleford.com/the-toothbrush-a-short-story-by-rob-shackleford 
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About Rob Shackleford: An English-born Australian, Rob Shackleford has lived in New Zealand and Papua 

New Guinea, with a varied career that has included Customs Officer, Scuba Instructor, College Teacher 

and management roles in too many places. 

With degrees in the Arts and Business, he is mad keen on travel, Scuba diving, Family History, martial arts, 

astronomy, and playing Djembe and Congas. Despite that, he is actually not that boring. 

Rob is father of two and has made his green escape with his lovely lady into Australia's Gold Coast 

hinterland. 
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https://robshackleford.com/blog 
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Facebook: 

https://www.facebook.com/Rob-Shackleford-Author-631222523675665/ 

Twitter: 

https://twitter.com/robshackleford 

LinkedIn: 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/robshackleford9999/ 

Pinterest: 

https://www.pinterest.com.au/robshackl/ 

Instagram: 

https://www.instagram.com/rob_shackleford_/ 
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Reader Reviews: 
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